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General: the VAV air handler shall be fully controlled by the BAS.  Refer to section 15958 
for general air handler logic strategies.   

Air handler logic strategies for this unit shall include: 

1. Scheduled occupancy with optimum preoccupancy 

2. Dry bulb comparison airside economizer 

3. Sequenced heating and cooling 

4. Differential reset from measured OA to maintain fixed OA return fan flowtracking 

5. Mixed air low limit override 

6. Freeze safety 

7. Smoke safety 

8. High and low pressure safety  

SUPPLY FAN:   

BAS shall control the starting and stopping of the supply fan as follows: 

1. Start/stop: BAS shall command the operation of the supply fan and it shall 
runcontinuously whenever the AHU is energized. 

2. Proof: BAS shall prove fan operation and use the status indication to accumulate 
runtime.  Upon failure of the supply or return fan, BAS shall deenergize the other fan and 
enunciate a level 1 alarm. 

3. VSD control:  whenever the fan is energized, BAS shall control the output of the VSD 
to maintain the supply duct static pressure setpoint.  On start and stop, the VSD shall 
ramp to speed and slow down within adjustable acceleration and deceleration limits. 

4. Supply duct pressure setpoint:  setpoint shall be reset between the limits of0.5" to 2" 
(or the maximum as determined by the tab contractor) to limit cooling requests from the 
VAV boxes to 4 (all values adjustable). 

RETURN FAN:   

BAS shall control the starting and stopping of the return fan asfollows. 

1. Start/stop: BAS shall command the operation of the return fan and it shall run 
continuously whenever the supply fan status is proven. 

2. Proof: BAS shall prove fan operation and use the status indication to accumulate 
runtime. 

3. VSD control: BAS shall control the output of the VSD per the differential reset from 
measured OA to maintain fixed OA return fan flow tracking logic strategy.  When the 
AHU is energized in the unoccupied mode the BAS shall control the output of the VSD at a 
fixed % speed offset (initially 0%) from the output of the supply fan VSD.  

RETURN/EXHAUST/OA DAMPERS:   

BAS shall control the dampers as follows: 

1. Closed:  when AHU is de-energized, dampers shall remain in their "off" positions. When 
AHU is energized during unoccupied period the dampers shall remain in their "off" 
positions, unless economizer is available. 

2. Minimum OA control: shall be per the balanced position minimum OA controlstrategy. 

3. Economizer: BAS shall modulate the return, exhaust, and outside air dampers per the 
dry bulb comparison airside economizer strategy.  Mixed air temperature setpoint shall be 
3°f below the supply air temperature setpoint.  Economizer output shall be restricted, as 
required, per the mixed air low limit override strategy.   

SPACE TEMPERATURE CONTROL:   

The space temperatures shall be controlled via individual VAV boxes.  The cooling setback 
temperature setpoint for cycling the unit shall be 85°f (adj.) At any one VAV box space 
sensor.  The heating setback temperature setpoint for cycling the unit for heating shall be 
reset between 50°fand 60°f, at any one VAV box space sensor, as the outside air 
temperature falls from 40°f to 25°f (all values adj.).  Cycling of the unit for heating 
setback does not apply to fan-powered VAV boxes.  These setpoints shall be outside the 
range of all box control loops.  

DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE CONTROL:  

The discharge temperature setpoint shall be controlled as follows: 

1. During the occupied period, the discharge temperature shall be reset from 55°fto 62°f 
as the return air temperature falls from 75°f to 70°f with all values beingadjustable. 



2. When the unit is energized for setback heating during the unoccupied period,the 
discharge temperature setpoint shall be 75°f (adj.) 

3. When the unit is energized for morning cool-down or setback cooling, the discharge 
setpoint shall be the warmest zone temperature, minus 15°F (adj.). 

PREHEAT COIL VALVE:  

Whenever the AHU is energized, N.O. preheat coil valve shall modulate per the higher of: 

1.  A rapid loop to maintain discharge air at heating discharge air temperature setpoint 
(equal to discharge temperature setpoint defined above less 5°F 

2.  A proportional only loop maintaining a low limit of 45°f mixed air temperature. When 
the unit is off the valve shall continue to modulate to maintain a mixed air temperature of 
45°f (adj.).  

COOLING COIL VALVE:   

Whenever the AHU is energized, N.C. cooling coil valve shall modulate per the higher of: 

1.  A DA PID loop to maintain discharge air temperature setpoint. 

2.  A proportional only loop maintaining return air humidity at 55% (adj.).during unoccupied 
period, if AHU is energized for heating, warm-up, or night purge, the cooling coil valve 
shall remain closed. 

HEATING REQUEST:   

The air handler shall issue a "heating request" to the HW system whenever the reheat 
output is greater than 75%, with a 50% cycle differential. 

COOLING REQUEST:   

The air handler shall issue a "cooling request" to the CHW system whenever the reheat 
output is greater than 75%, with a 50% cycle differential. 

OCCUPANCY OVERRIDE:   

Occupancy override shall be initiated by administration touch-screen override panel.  
Refer to section 15955 for additional requirements.  

DIAGNOSTICS:  

BAS shall execute the following diagnostic strategies, as detailed in section 15958.1. Run-
time limit. 




